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A General Information
A.1 Introduction
The Raptor is a multimode imaging system created for flaw detection and thickness measurement.
The system can operate independently, but if accompanied by a scanner the system can perform A,
B, and C scans giving the user a visual reference. The Raptor has the ability to create 3D imaging from
C-Scans for manipulation and reporting by the user.

A.2 Scope
This document assumes that the reader is knowledgeable in Ultrasonic Testing methods and the
intent of this manual is to cover the fundamental capabilities, components, and setup of the Raptor
imaging system. It is a user’s manual for using the instrument for thickness gaging, flaw detection
and shear wave modes. This document will also explain the post-scan capabilities of the Raptor for in
depth analysis and reporting by the user. If more training is needed, the reader should refer to
www.ndtsystems.com for in depth training videos; updates are made regularly.

A.3 Powering the Raptor
The primary power source for the Raptor is a Li-Ion battery pack. The battery pack is inserted through
an access panel on the top of the instrument.

CAUTION
Use only the Inspired Energy Li-Ion battery
pack supplied with this instrument and only
charge this battery pack in the instrument
or in an optional Inspired Energy charger.

The secondary power source for the Raptor is an externally connected AC charger. The charger plugs
into a connector on the lower right side of the Raptor. If the adapter is plugged in with no battery in
the battery compartment the battery charge indicator will indicate this by the
symbol –
meaning it is running on AC power only. If the Raptor is charging the battery or running on battery
power the charge indicator will show
where the blue bar is an approximate level of the
battery charge. The blue will turn red
to warn the user when the battery drops below a
minimum level. It is strongly recommended to start charging the battery once this symbol is
displayed in order to avoid the unit to power down automatically.

A.4 Switching ON and OFF
The Raptor switches on by briefly pressing the
button. The “Initializing” screen will display for
approximately 10 seconds and the Splash Screen will display “Press any key to proceed” to the
4
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measurement screen. The Raptor powers off by holding the
button for approximately 4 seconds.
During this time the splash screen will come up and indicate “Powering Off” then the screen will go
dark.

A.5 Display
The Raptor screen shown to the right is the main menu.
The display is formatted into 4 sections:
Menu: The top portion of the screen displays the functions
assigned to the soft keys F1 through F8. The functions of the
keys change as different menus are selected.
Parameter value: This line shows any selected parameter
value from the menu above.
Measurement: The Thickness reading, Flaw information or
Angle information will be displayed in this area.
A-Trace/Imaging: A-trace information and/or Scanned
images are displayed in this area.
Information: Gain setting, Battery status, date and time
are displayed in the lower area.

A.6 Keypad
Upper section
The upper section contains the F1 through F8 keys and an
LED that echoes the Alarm LED.
Lower section
The lower section contains dedicated keys, navigation keys,
LED’s, and the spin encoder. The dedicated keys are the
GAIN + and -, +dB, CAL, FREEZE, SETUP, FLAW MODE,
SCAN, SCREEN CAP, ON OFF.
The navigation keys include the ARROW keys,
MENU ESC, and the ENTER key.
The LED’s are for AC PWR, CHARGING, and ALAR
The spin encoder is used for navigation and for
changing parameters.
The Spin Encoder comes through the circular opening
in the lower section of the Keypad.
513-MAN
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F2 THRESH
F1 IPThrsh
F2 Thrsh1
F3 Thrsh2
F4

F1
F2
F3
F4

F1
F2
F3
F4

F3 POLARITY
F1 IP-Polar
F2 Polarity1
F3 Polarity2
F4

F1
F2
F3
F4

F1 THICKNESS
Echo
F5 Echo blk1
Thresh F6 Echo blk2
Polarity F7 Alarm
IP blk
F8

F8 2PT. CAL
F1 IP blk
F2 Low-Thick
F3 Hi-Thick
F4 Calibrate

F1 CALIBRATE
Zero
F5 Atr2 Sync
Velocity F6 Delay2
Delay
F7 Range2
Range
F8 2 Pt. Cal

F1
F2
F3
F4

F2 FLAW-LIN
Start
F5 Gate2
End
F6 Start2
G1 Thresh F7 End2
Alarm
F8 G2 Thresh

F2 MODE
Thickness F5 Dag Setup
Flaw-Lin F6 Flaw Disp
Flaw-Dag F7 AWS
Shear
F8 DAC

F7 ALARM
THK-ALM F5 G1 Alarm
Lo-Thk
F6 G2 Alarm
Hi-Thk
F7 Buzzer
Time
F8

F1
F2
F3
F4

F1
F2
F3
F4

F1
F2
F3
F4

F3 FLAW-DAG
Ref. Pt. F5 Add
F6 Erase
Pt#
F7 Rst
X
F8 DAC
Y

F3 PULSER
Sing/Dual F5 Invert Wav
Sqr/Spike F6 PRF
Puls-Vlts F7
Puls-Wid F8

F4 RECEIVER
Rect
F5 Tuning
Damp
F6 Reject
Gain-Inc F7
+dB-Inc
F8
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F1
F2
F3
F4

F4 LINEAR G1
F1 Start
F2 End
F3 G1 Thresh
F4 Alarm

F8 MODE/CAL
Meas Gate F5 Dag Gate
Calibrate F6 Dag Setup
Thick Gate F7 Flaw Disp
Linear G1 F8 DAC

F1
F2
F3
F4

F1
F2
F3
F4

F1
F2
F3
F4

F1
F2
F3
F4

F7 SETUP
Load
Save
Defaults
Export

F6 FLAW DISP
Peak
F5 Disp G1
dB Lines F6 Disp Dag
Amp Disp F7
Disp Thk F8

F6 DISPLAY
Backlite F5 Clock
Fill
F6 Alarm
Units
F7 Res
Copy
F8 Battery

F5 DAG SETUP
Reset
F5 End
Start
F6 Del Pt
Auto 80% F7 Accept All
Accept Pt F8 Peak-Hold

F5 SCAN
New Cscan F5 Scanner
New Bscan F6 Load Scan
Move
F7 Load Image
Speed
F8

F4 SHEAR
Angle
F5 Range
Matl-Thk F6 Zero
SD-Offset F7 Velocity
Pipe O.D. F8 Mode/Cal

F3 THICK GATE
F1 IP blk
F2 Thresh
F3 IP-Polar
F4

F1
F2
F3
F4

F1
F2
F3
F4

F5 TUNING
Frequency F5 Puls-Vlts
Bandwidth F6 Puls-Wid
Puls Damp
Sqr/Spike

F1
F2
F3
F4

MAIN MENU
Calibrate
F5 Scan
Mode
F6 Display
Pulser
F7 Setup
Receiver
F8 Data Logs

F1
F2
F3
F4

F1
F2
F3
F4

F1
F2
F3
F4

F7 AWS
Cal
Set-B
Set-80
Calc-Rtng

F8 DATA LOGS
F1 New Log
F2 Load Log
F3
F4

B Main Menu

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Calibrate – Initiates the Calibration menu.
Mode – Initiates the Mode menu.
Pulser – Initiates the Pulser menu.
Receiver – Initiates the Receiver menu.
Scan – Initiates the Scan menu.
Display – Initiates the Display menu.
Setup – Initiates the Setup menu.
Data Logs – Initiates the Data Logging menu.

B.1 Calibrate

1. Zero – A delay function which allows for time compensation of transducer wear
surfaces, coupling membranes and angle beam wedges. Adjustment is continuous
from -100 to +100 microseconds.
2. Velocity – Sets the material sound velocity (inches/microsecond or
mm/microsecond) used in thickness calculations.
3. NOTE: The velocity value will be decreased by approximately one-half from reference
velocity when ANGLE MODE is selected.
4. Delay – Does not affect measurement. Used to adjust the start of the A-trace display
along the horizontal/time axis. Gates that are synchronized with the A-trace will also
delay accordingly.
5. Range – Does not affect measurement. Used to scale the time or distance
represented on the horizontal axis of the A-trace display. Increasing or Decreasing
the RANGE will cause the A-trace display to expand or contract.
6. Atr2Sync – When Atr2 Sync is ON, the Track window will show and follow the echo at
the point of the thickness trigger. This is where the Threshold line triggers on the
echo. The Gage will automatically center the echo in the center of the Track window
regardless of the actual thickness being measured. When Atr2 Sync is OFF the Track
window does not follow the echo but rather defines an area of focus which will not
operate in a dynamic fashion. In this regard, the echo will move left or right
throughout the Track window. If the echo moves outside the area defined by the
vertical cursors there will be no echo displayed on the lower screen.
7. Delay2 – Adjusts the independent Delay for the Tracking window. This operates with
Tracking Mode ON or OFF.
8. Range2 – Adjusts the independent Range for the Tracking window. The total Range
for the Track window cannot exceed the Range of the Main A-Trace window. For
instance, if the Main Trace is set to 3” the Track window cannot be set to 4”. This
operates with Tracking Mode ON or OFF.
9. 2 Pt. Cal – Menu guiding the user through a two-point thickness calibration which
eliminates the need for an iterative manual Zero and Velocity adjustment.
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B.2 Mode

1. Thickness – Initiates the Thickness menu and changes measurement and A-trace
sections to Thickness Mode
2. Flaw-Lin – Initiates the linear Flaw Detection menu and changes measurement and Atrace sections to Linear Flaw Gate Mode
3. Flaw-Dag – Initiates the Flaw-Dag menu and changes measurement and A-trace
sections to Dynamic Flaw Gate mode
4. Shear – Initiates the Shear menu and changes measurement and A-trace sections to
Shear Wave mode
5. Dag Setup – Initiates the Dag Setup Menu
6. Flaw Disp – Initiates the Flaw-Display selection menu.
7. AWS - Initiates the AWS Shear menu and changes Measurement and A-trace sections
to AWS Shear Wave mode.
8. DAC – Turns DAC on and off.

8
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B.2.1

Thickness Mode

1. Echo – Allows the selection of a multiple echo from which the thickness
measurement will begin. Selections are IP to 1st, 1st to 2nd, and 2nd to 3rd.
2. Thresh – Increases or decreases the thickness gate threshold level in % of full screen
height for each of the three possible measurement gates (depending on the Echo
menu selection).
3. Polarity – Selects if triggering is on the positive or negative half cycle for each of the
three possible measurement gates (depending on the Echo menu selection).
4. IP blk – Used to increase or decrease the length of the gate that is used to block out
any unwanted signals during and after the Initial Pulse. Adjustment of the IP blk will
allow proper setup for IP to 1st echo measurements.
5. Echo blk1 – Used to increase or decrease the length of the echo blocking gate that is
used to block out any unwanted signals from the 1st echo.
6. Echo blk2 – Used to increase or decrease the length of the echo blocking gate that is
used to block out any unwanted signals from the 2nd echo.
7. Alarm –Adjust the thickness or amplitude alarm points and limits, adjusts the time
delay before the alarm sounds and turns the buzzer on or off.

B.2.1.1

Set up using a 3/8” 5.0 MHZ Contact Transducer

Once the effects of variables affecting thickness gaging precision are understood, the operator can
quickly diagnose which variables should be adjusted. Perform the following to become familiar with
Raptor’s controls.
1) Attach a 5 MHZ transducer (such as the OPTIMA CHG053 or NOVA C11) to the Microdot
connector on the transducer and Insert the BNC connector in the receptacle on the top left of
Raptor.
2) using a steel step wedge with several known thickness steps like NDT Systems TBS114 made from
steel alloy and nickel plated having five steps precision machined to thicknesses of 0.100, 0.200,
0.300, 0.400, 0.500” (2.54, 5.08, 7.62, 10.16, 12.70mm) or any steel sample of known thickness.
3) Couple the transducer to the 0.500” step using a drop of glycerin, light machine oil, mineral oil,
or low viscosity gel-type couplant. It will be convenient to use a rubber band or a small weighted
object that will hold the transducer in place eliminating the need to hold the transducer in place
during this procedure.
4) Press the ON/OFF key to turn the Raptor ON and the Initializing screen will appear for
approximately 10 seconds then the opening screen with the software version, press any key to
start the measuring screen.
5) Use the left /right arrow keys to highlight 7Setup and press ENTER or press the F7 key. Highlight
1Load and press ENTER or press the F1 key. Highlight Contact 5MHz using the UP/DOWN arrow
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keys and press ENTER, the screen should look similar to the one
pictured to the right. The blue signal top to bottom on the farleft side of the screen is the Main Bang pulse for the transmit
signal, the first signal to the right of the Main Bang is the return
echo from the back wall of the step block. The additional signals
moving to the right are multiple echoes of the first returned
echo. The large numbers at the top of the display is the
thickness readout to the left of this is the indication of the
measuring gate being used as IP-1ST (initial pulse to the first
return echo). The measuring gate is the black and red line at the
positive 40% level of the positive half of the echo line. The black
portion of the measuring gate is the IP Blocking Gate and can be
adjusted in length to block any unwanted echoes from
interfering with the thickness measurement. The red portion of
the measuring gate is the thickness gate and will measure any
echo that crosses its length.

6) The thickness reading is not correct for the 0.500” step of the
step wedge, this can be corrected by calibrating the
instrument. From the main menu highlight 1Calibrate and
press ENTER or press the F1 key. Highlight 1Zero and press the
UP/DOWN arrow keys until 0.500 (or the known thickness of
the sample being used). Highlight 4Range and press the Down
arrow key to spread out the screen display so it looks like the
screen to the right.

7) Highlight 3Delay or press the F3 key and push the Up-arrow
key to move the echoes to the left edge of the display so it
looks similar to the display on the right. The Delay function can
also be used to remove the empty space between the Main
Bang (initial pulse) and first return echo of a delay line
transducer or when measuring between the first and second
echoes to remove a coating thickness from the thickness
reading.

10
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8) Place the transducer on the 0.200” step to obtain a screen
display like the one to the right. Note the black blocking gate
and the red measuring gate are inside the 0.200” echo this can
be corrected by adjusting the blocking gate. Press the
MENU/ESC key to return to the main menu and select 2Mode
or press the F2 key. Press ENTER on the highlighted
1Thickness selection or press the F1 key. Highlight 4IP blk and
press the DOWN arrow to obtain a display similar to the one
on the right. Press the CAL button to return to the calibrate
menu and adjust the ZERO control so the thickness reads
0.200”. Place the transducer back on the 0.500” step and
adjust the VELOCITY control until it reads 0.500”. Jump
between the 0.200” and 0.500” steps and adjust the ZERO
control for the low reading and the VELOCITY control for the
high reading to linearize the instrument across the two
thicknesses.

B.2.1.2

ECHO-ECHO Measurements Using 5MHz Contact Transducer

Echo to Echo measurements are useful when measuring painted or coated surfaces to remove the
paint or coating thickness from the overall thickness measurement or when using transducers with
elastomeric membranes or delay lines. Place the transducer on the 0.500” step and adjust the Range
control in the Cal menu to obtain a display similar to the one below left. Press MENU/ESC > 2Mode >
1Thickness > 4IP blk and use the Up-arrow key to extend the IP Blocking gate to almost the second
echo as seen below center. Highlight 1Echo and press the Up-arrow key so Echo: 1-2 appears. This is
the second thickness gate used to measure Echo to Echo thicknesses. Use Echo blk 1 to extend the
second blocking gate if necessary to bring the second measuring gate outside of the second echo
below right.
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The threshold of the second measuring gate may be lowered to
ensure a solid thickness reading is obtained from the second echo.
Highlight 2Thresh and press the ENTER key and highlight 2Thrsh1,
press the DOWN arrow key to adjust the position of the
measuring gate similar to the display to the right.

12
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B.2.2

Flaw-Lin mode

1. Start – Adjusts the horizontal position of the leading edge (start) of Gate1.
2. End – Adjusts the horizontal position of the trailing edge (end) of Gate1. The End value
defines the gate overall length as well.
3. G1 Thresh – Sets the threshold level of Gate1. Adjustable from 0% to 100% of full
screen height in 1% increments. Default value is 40%
4. Alarm – Initiates the Alarm menu
5. Gate2 – Enables a second independent linear flaw gate.
6. Start2 – Adjusts the horizontal position of the trailing edge (end) of Gate2.
7. End2 – Adjusts the horizontal position of the trailing edge (end) of Gate2. The End
value defines the gate overall length as well.
8. G2 Thresh – Sets the threshold level of Gate2. Adjustable from 0% to 100% of full
screen height in 1% increment.
Flaw-Lin mode (from the main menu select Mode and then Flaw-Lin) contains functions specific to
flaw detection using linear flaw gates. When this mode is first selected, GATE1 will be displayed in
the measurement screen.
Two Linear Gates can be selected for the purposes of echo
amplitude and thickness measurements, a threshold triggered
alarm may also be selected. The thickness is peak detected on
the highest amplitude echo under the respective flaw gate
indicated by a floating circle at the top of the selected echo.
When in RF or FW display modes the highest amplitude echo
either positive or negative going will be measured. +HF and –HF
display modes will trigger on the respective positive or negative
signal only.
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B.2.3

Flaw-Dag

1. Ref. PT. – Selects the DAG point to use for the X/Y movement of the entire DAG curve
any one of the 20 points can be selected as the reference point.
2. Pt# – Selects the gate geometry point to adjust (1-20).
3. X – Adjusts the Horizontal position of the selected point or the entire curve if the
reference point is selected.
4. Y – Adjusts the Vertical position of the selected point or the entire curve if the
reference point is selected.
5. Add – Creates an additional point of geometry (up to 20 total points).
6. Erase – Removes the selected point from the geometry.
7. Rst – Resets geometry to 2 linear points.
8. Set DAC – Enables Distance Amplitude Correction for the signals beneath the gate
geometry.
The Raptor offers two methods to set up a DAC (Distance Amplitude Curve) curve – a manual and a
TCG-driven method. No matter what method is used to set up a DAC curve, there are two inspection
methods possible resulting from that curve:
A) Distance Amplitude Curve (DAC) graphically follows the signal amplitude decrease observed over
time and thus represents an attenuation-adapted flaw gate over time (in comparison to a linear flaw
gate)
B) Time Corrected Gain (TCG) applies a continuously increasing gain value to the pulse-echo response
to compensate for the decrease of pulse-echo response over time, and virtually eliminates signal
attenuation over time. Flaw detection using TCG requires linear flaw gates only.

14
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DAG (Distance Amplitude Gating): Calculates signal amplitude as a percentage of screen height or dB
difference of the DAG curve threshold level of the highest amplitude echo under the DAG curve. An
alarm can be activated when a gated signal crosses the curve.

B.2.3.1

Manual Dag setup

From the Main menu press F2 to select the Mode menu then F3 for the Flaw-Dag menu (if a previous
DAG curve has been created and is displaying select 7Rst and press the ENTER key to remove it). To
begin setup, select 5Add and press the ENTER key multiple times to place a total of 4 points on the
DAG line (the Raptor allows for a maximum of 20 points for the DAG curve). Select 2Pt# and press the
DOWN arrow key to select point 1. The display will look similar to the screen lower left. For the
purpose of this instruction a C11 5 MHZ contact transducer placed on the 0.500” step of a steel step
wedge was used to get multiple echoes. Select 3X or 4Y and adjust the position of the red square at
the start of the DAG gate to align with the peak of the first echo as shown in the display on the right.
Select 2Pt# and press the Up-arrow key to select point number 2 and adjust 3X or 4Y to align the red
box to the peak of the second echo. Select 2Pt# and set to point 3 and continue until all points are
properly set. The display should be similar to screen to the lower right.
The DAG gate is completed for this set of echoes. The DAC curve can be selected with 8Set DAC.
Select 1vDAC and push the Up-arrow key to turn the DAC ON and note the echoes all become the
same amplitude as the first echo. If any points are not equal turn off DAC and use 2Pt# to select the
point that needs to be readjusted and then turn DAC back ON. Again, look for equal amplitude based
off the highest point. Once turned ON the DAC will be functional in all modes of operation except
AWS shear mode.
Other controls on this menu are F6 Erase which removes a selected point and F7 Rst which resets the
DAG setup completely.
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B.2.4

DAC (Dag Setup)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Reset – Deletes all points in the DAG gate.
Start – Begin setting up the DAG gate in Auto mode.
Auto 80% – Sets the current point to 80% of screen height.
Accept Pt – Accept the current point.
End – Completes the DAG setup.
Del Pt – Deletes selected point.
Accept All – Accepts all entered points.
Peak-Hold – Allows an echo to be frozen on screen while adjusts are made to gain.

DAC (Distance Amplitude Correction) or TCG (Time Corrected Gain): Corrects for distance/amplitude
variations due to material attenuation and beam spreading.

B.2.4.1

DAC (Dag Setup) example

Dag Setup is an auto level Dag correction curve setup feature for setting the Distance Correction
Gage of the instrument to 80% screen height level. Setting this function requires the use of a
Navships Distance Correction test block or multiple distance correction blocks. From the Main Menu
press F2 for Mode then F5 Dag Setup. Place the transducer over the first hole closest to the front
surface of the block so the display looks similar to the screen on the bottom left. To begin the setup,
select F5 End and press the Down arrow key to reduce the length of the Dag gate and select F2 Start
to move the setup gate so it only covers the first echo. Press F3 Auto 80% to set the peak of the echo
to 80% of screen height. Press F4 Accept Pt to save the first properly adjusted echo. Place the
transducer over the next hole and select F2 Start to move the Dag gate over the second echo and
press F3 Auto 80% to adjust that echo and F4 Accept Pt to save the adjustment. Repeat these steps
for all subsequent points up to a maximum of 20. To delete a point highlight it with the DAG gate and
press F6 Del Pt. Once all points are entered press F7 Accept All to complete the gate. After
completing the gate press F8 Set DAC to turn on the Distance Amplitude Correction feature this will
set all the echoes under the DAG curve to 80% screen height.

16
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B.2.5

Shear mode

The shear mode opens an environment specifically designed around shear wave inspections, which
imply a refracted, angled sound beam traveling through an either curved (Curved Surface Correction
“CSC”) or flat material of a certain thickness. Yet, the gates available as methods of echo evaluation
are the same as the ones used for straight beam measurements, which are thickness, linear and DAG
flaw gates, and DAC/TCG.
General shear settings related to the test specimen and the transducer wedge are available in the
main shear mode menu (as shown above). For more specific gate and flaw representation settings,
the 8Mode/Cal submenu offers a quick and condensed selection of menus and adjustments needed
to show exactly what is of interest to a specific inspection: any of the four gate menus and different
options to show them on the screen.
Once shear mode was selected and thus activated, the user can also go back out of shear mode and
enter any menu and mode (except thickness – this will turn off shear mode) in order to make
appropriate adjustments to his or her shear wave inspection.
When selecting AWS, the shear mode is activated automatically.
In order to turn off the shear mode, the thickness mode is to be selected.
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The following drawing illustrates two typical shear wave applications at once. Blue lines indicate a
flat plate featuring a crack in front of the wedge. The instrument screenshot shown below simulates
the results of the drawn example. Red lines indicate a pipe with a certain outer diameter (OD).
Note: NDT offers custom axial and circumferential contouring for wedges intended to be used on a
curved surface.

18
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B.2.5.1

Angle – Refracted beam angle of the shear wave introduced into the material.

Used for flaw triangulation measurements
Adjustable from 10 to 80 degrees in 0.1-degree increments.
Typical values are 30, 45, 60 and 70.
Usually the wedge is specified by its refracted beam angle for a specific material (Carbon Steel,
Stainless Steel, Aluminum, etc.)

B.2.5.2

Matl-Thk – Nominal wall thickness of the material being tested

Used for flaw triangulation measurements
Adjustable from 0.01 - 50.00 inches.

B.2.5.3

SD-Offset –Surface distance offset caused by the front end of a wedge or shoe.

This offset is subtracted from the calculated Surface Distance for accurate flaw location.

B.2.5.4

Pipe O.D. –Pipe outside diameter for compensation of the sound path when
measuring pipe welds and indicates maximum angle of the angle beam wedge
that can be used.

Setting the O.D. to zero disables the feature and assumes a flat plate.

B.2.5.5

Range – Maximum sound path distance on the screen

B.2.5.6

Zero – Delay function which allows for compensation of transducer wear plate,
coupling membranes and angle beam wedge.

Adjustment is continuous from 0 to 20,000 nanoseconds.

B.2.5.7

Velocity – Transverse wave material velocity (inches/microsecond or
mm/microsecond) used in calculations of thickness.

Note: The transverse/shear wave velocity is decreased by approximately one-half from longitudinal
(reference) velocity while in Shear mode

B.2.5.8

Mode/Cal – Allows the selection of adjustments of the gate used for
measurement in addition to calibration of the shear mode.

Select between Thickness, Linear G1 or Dag Gate for thickness and/or amplitude of the detected flaw
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B.2.5.9

Meas Gate - allows selection of desired measuring gate

In shear mode, all 3 gate types which the Raptor offers (Thickness, linear flaw, DAG flaw) can be used
– even simultaneously. In Meas gate, the user selects one gate which he desires to take
measurements from. The different gates are explained in the “Input” section, while their results are
explained in the “output” section.
Input:
1) Thk IP-1st: Enables thickness gate. The first echo rising above the gate’s threshold will be
measured
2) Linear G1: Enables linear flaw gate. The highest echo (“Peak”) rising within the gate range will
be measured
3) Dag gate: Enables the DAC gate. The highest echo rising (“Peak”) within the gate range will be
measured
Output:
The screenshot on the right side was taken with the
thickness gate selected. The first/upper row of the
calculation window of the Raptor screen shows the
following 3 values (circled in red).
1) Distance: Calculates the surface distance from the front end of the wedge (if SD-Offset is set
correctly) to the location where the echo is generated.
2) Depth: Calculates the depth of the location where the echo was generated
3) Leg: Calculates the number of legs the sound path went through before generating the echo
In addition to the information listed above, the calculation screen shows additional data
depending on the gate selections made in the “FLAW-DISP” menu. With all gates enabled, the
screen looks similar to the screenshot below circled in yellow.
Note that among the three rows, there is always one field highlighted in red – that is the gate
currently selected to be the Meas Gate.
4) IP-1st Pth: Indicates the sound path length traveled in between the wedge and echo found by
the thickness gate
5) G1 Pk Path: Indicates the sound path length traveled in between the wedge and peak echo
found by the linear gate
6) Dag Pk Path: Indicates the sound path length traveled in between the wedge and peak echo
found by the DAG gate.
7) Pipe OD: repeats the value entered in the “Matl-Thk” menu in shear mode.
8) Max Ang: Indicates the largest angle possible until the sound path does not reach the inner
diameter of the pipe any longer.
9) G1 Pk Amp: Shows the peak echo amplitude found within the linear gate. In FLAW-DISP, this
value can be selected to be either a) % of FSH, b) % of gate level or c) +/- dB from Gate c).
10) DAG Pk Amp: Shows the peak echo amplitude found within the DAG gate.
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For further illustrations, the three following screenshots
show the difference in results obtained when switching in
between the 3 available measuring gates. While all 3 gates
are shown at all times (because they were enabled in the
FLAW-DISP menu), the calculations in the first/upper row
change based on the measuring gate selected.
All three measurements were made with almost the same
wedge position (slight data differences can be noticed).
Also, in the blue circled area, the red-highlighted field
indicates which measuring gate is currently selected.
1) Thk IP-1st: Enables thickness gate. The first echo rising
above the gate’s threshold will be measured.

2) Linear G1: Enables linear flaw gate. The highest echo
(“Peak”) rising within the gate range will be measured
One can see that the measured distance is now considerably
shorter since the measured echo is the circled smaller echo
located at about 3.4 inches of path length.

3) Dag gate: Enables the DAC gate. The highest echo rising
(“Peak”) within the gate range will be measured
The echo measured this time is still within the DAG gate
(although it might be hard to see the gate since it is located
within the base noise of the signal. The echo captured is
circled in red again.
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B.2.5.10 Calibrate – shortcuts to the calibration menu located in the Main Menu
B.2.5.11 Thick Gate – Adjustments available for the Thickness gate in shear mode
B.2.5.12 Linear G1 – Adjustments available for the Linear Flaw gate in shear mode
B.2.5.13 Dag Gate – shortcuts to the FLAW-DAG menu located in the Mode menu
B.2.5.14 Dag Setup – shortcuts to the Dag Setup menu located in the mode menu
B.2.5.15 Flaw Disp – Submenu to allow different representations
Peak
dB Lines
Amp Disp
Disp Thk
Disp G1
Disp Dag

Holds peak echo signal as a frozen green background image
Adds +/- 3dB, +/- 6 dB or -6dB/-14dB lines to the DAG curve
Can be either a) % of FSH, b) % of gate level or c) +/- dB from Gate c)
Display of the following three menu selections can be switched
on or off as long as they have not been selected to be the measuring
gate. In that case they cannot be switched off. At all times, one and
only one of them will be selected to be the measuring gate.

B.2.5.16 DAC – switches DAC/TCG on and off
B.2.5.17 Shear setup example
Calibration is done similarly to the thickness calibration and
can use a variety of test block standards. For this exercise we
will be using a 2.25 MHz transducer with a 45-degree wedge
and a Mini IIW calibration standard. From the main menu
select 2 Mode and then 4 Shear and the Shear menu will
appear. Adjust 1 Angle to the angle of the wedge in use, 2
Matl-Thk to the thickness of the material under test (in this
case 2.00”, the thickness of the Mini IIW test standard). Set 3
SD-Offset and 4 Pipe O.D. both to zero (SD-Offset is the
distance from the center line of the angle beam wedge to the
front edge of the wedge and is subtracted from the Distance
measurement value. Pipe O.D. is used to calculate the
maximum angle wedge that can be used on a given pipe
diameter and compensates for internal curve correction). Place
the wedge and transducer with some couplant on the 0 line of
the IIW test standard with the nose of the wedge facing toward the small radius on the side of the
test standard and adjust the position of the wedge to obtain a peak signal. Adjust 6Zero (use the
up/down arrow keys) for a 1.000” reading in the IP-1st Pth window. Move the transducer wedge to
large radius area of the test standard and peak the signal.
Adjust 7Velocity to obtain a 2.000” reading in the IP-1st Pth window. Return the wedge to the first
position on the small radius and readjust 6Zero if needed (it may be necessary to move back and
forth between the two points a couple of times to finalize the calibration).
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The instrument is now calibrated for angle beam measurements.
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B.2.6

Flaw Display

1. Peak – Turns the peak hold feature on or off.
2. dB Lines – Selects the DAC dB lines to off, +/-3db or +/-6db display, -6/-14dB display
ASME – One DAC curve representing the reference reflector height
ASME-3 – Three DAC curves at Reference, -6.0dB and -14.0dB
JIS – Positive and Negative curves at every +/-3.0dB
3. Amp Disp – selects the amplitude gate to display percent of screen height, percent of
gate level or +/-dB from gate level.
4. Disp Thk – Selects thickness gate to be displayed or turned off.
5. Disp G1 – Turns the Flaw-Lin Gate 1 on or off.
6. Disp Dag – Turns the Dag curve on or off.
7. Accept All – Accepts all entered points.

B.2.7

AWS Shear Wave

Use the standard 4Shear mode to set the material thickness and angle of the wedge. From the main
menu select 2Mode and 7AWS to open the AWS screen. Turn the IIW block over and find the
smallest diameter reference hole. Set a linear gate to capture the peak echo of that hole. Select 3Set80 and press the ENTER key to increase/decrease the signal to 80% screen height. Select 2Set-B and
press the ENTER key to save the dB-figure in the calculation formula as the reference. The instrument
is now ready to scan for weld faults, when one is found select 3Set-80 and press the ENTER key to
increase/decrease the fault echo to the same value as the reference and select 4Calc-Rtng and the
formula will be solved for the AWS rating, in this case D=-2.30
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B.3 Pulser

1. Sing/Dual – Selects between single or dual element transducers. Dual setting can also
be used for thru transmission applications.
2. Sqr/Spike – Selects between Square wave pulser and Spike pulser. Spike pulse is the
standard and default setting.
3. Puls-Vlts – Sets the pulse excitation voltage. 200V is the standard and default value.
4. Puls-Wid – Sets the pulse width when using the Square wave pulser.
5. Invert Wav – Inverts/mirrors the A-Trace waveform along the x-axis.
6. PRF – Pulse Repetition Frequency, indicates how many pulses per second the pulser is
exciting the piezo element. The higher the PRF the shorter the echo measurement
time. Default value is 1000, however certain fast scan movements may require a
higher PRF to maintain adequate scan resolution.

B.4 Receiver

1. Rect – Sets the rectification mode for the echo signal on the A-trace display. Four
selectable waveform types scan be displayed:
o +HW - Positive half-wave rectified – When selected, displays only the
positive portion of the RF signal on the A-trace display.
o -HW - Negative half-wave rectified. When selected, displays only the
negative portion of the RF signal on the A-trace display.
o FW – Full wave rectified – When selected, displays a superimposed -HW
signal on a +HW signal on the A-trace display.
o RF – Non-rectified radio-frequency – RF when selected, displays both the
+HW and -HW signals, non-rectified. (Note that the “Fill” option found in
Display is not applicable to the RF mode)
1. Damp – The damping circuit is a parallel circuit to the echo signal, hence the higher
the damping resistance, the higher the signal amplitude. Use Damping to optimize and
clean up the signal the most and obtain optimal receiver / transducer performance.
25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175 and 375Ω values are available.
- For thickness gaging, default value is 50Ω
- For flaw detection, default value is 375Ω (allow the highest amplitude signal for
highest signal to noise ratio)
2. Gain-Inc – Sets the unit value of the gain increments and decrements which occur
when GAIN +/- keys are pressed.
3. +dB-Inc – Sets the value of the +dB key changes the gain when pressed.
4. Tuning – Initiates the Tuning menu (see for more details).
5. Reject – Allows suppression of unwanted low amplitude signals, such as electrical or
material noise. Reject is adjustable from 0 to 100% in 1% increments of screen height
of the A-trace display.
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B.4.1

Tuning

2. Frequency – Selects the frequency range of the receiver to match the transducer: A
broadband frequency range (BB) of 0.5 to 30MHz as well as tuned channels of 0.5, 1.0,
2.0, 2.5, 5.0, 10.0, and 15.0 MHZ (nominal) are selectable.
3. Bandwidth – Sets the Bandwidth to narrow or wide. Default value is “wide”.
4. Puls Damp – The damping circuit is a parallel circuit to the echo signal, hence the
higher the damping resistance, the higher the signal amplitude. Use Damping to
optimize and clean up the signal the most and obtain optimal receiver / transducer
performance. 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175 and 375Ω values are available.
- For thickness gaging, default value is 50Ω.
- For flaw detection, default value is 375Ω (allow the highest amplitude signal for
highest signal to noise ratio)
5. Sqr/Spike – Selects between Square pulse and Spike pulse.
6. Puls-Vlts – Sets the pulse excitation voltage. 200V is the standard and default value.
7. Puls-Wid – Sets the pulse width when using the Square wave pulser.
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B.5 Scan
1. New C-Scan –Initiates the setup screen for C-Scans.
2. New B-Scan – Initiates the setup screen for B-Scans.
3. Move –Moves the scanner motors by pressing the 4 directional arrow keys (motorized
scanners only)
4. Speed – Accesses the speed menu and allows settings for the scan directions.
5. Scanner – Available scanner selection.
6. Load Scan – Loads a previously saved scan setup and data
7. Load Image – Loads a previously saved screenshot.

B.5.1

New C-Scan

Select New C-Scan (F1) from the SCAN menu and press ENTER. This menu selection will clear any
scan information in RAM memory and resets the screen so new scan data can be acquired. If this is
the first scan to be set up, then the operator needs to clarify the scanner selection before initializing
this step by selecting the menu 5Scanner.

B.5.1.1

Scan Area Definition

Now the Scan Area Definition screen will appear. Use the Up/Down
arrows to select, then use the Left/Right arrows or numbers to enter
values.
Data Acquired: defaults to options depending on what mode and gate
was selected prior entering Scan menu.
Thickness mode: IP-1st Thick, 1st -2nd Thick, 2nd – 3rd Thick
Flaw-Lin: G1 Thick, G1 Amp
Flaw-Dag: Dag Thick, Dag Amp
Length: refers to the positive dimension to be scanned in each axis [in]
Index: refers to the distance between data points in each axis [in]
Scan Axis: Defines the axis which is scanned to its limits before the
other axis gets indexed to the next point
Data Stored: allows to choose between three methods of holding data
information acquired during a scan setup.
Lowest: the lowest thickness reading from all available strokes of and within a scan index
point (pixel) will be kept
Highest: the highest thickness reading from all available strokes of and within a scan index
point (pixel) will be kept
Overwrite (recommended setting): the last thickness reading of and within a scan index point
(pixel) will be kept. (However, if there was no reading yet, then the last reading will not be
erased)
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Home when done: automatically drives the scanner back to its home position once scan is completed
X/Y-Axis Points: indicates how many data points will be collected in each direction. Note that the
first data point is taken at zero, and the last data point taken at the scan length entered. Example: A
1” index and a 12” length will yield 13 data points.
Remaining fields: allow to specify scan by entering identifiable information
When all adjustments have been made press ENTER to proceed.
As directed by the pop-up message, place the transducer at the zeroreference corner by using the corresponding motor jog arrow keys to
position the scanner in the proper location.
Press ENTER to initialize the scan area, MENU ESC to abort to the
previous screen.
When the scan area is initialized, a grey box will appear on the screen
and the scale will be repositioned at the bottom or left side of the
screen depending on the size and shape of the scan area.

B.5.1.2

“Virtual C-Scan Menu”

The C-Scan pop-up window will appear.

B.5.1.2.1

Start Scan

Move the cursor to Start Scan (F1). Make sure that there is
nothing that will obstruct the movement of the scanner during the
scan, and make sure that there is plenty of couplant for the
transducer. If you are ready to scan press ENTER, and the
motorized scan will begin. If you are in the manual mode, you can
begin scanning now. You can stop a scan at any time by pressing
MENU ESC. If you need to stop a scan, you may want to restart it
using the Start Scan (F1) command.

B.5.1.2.2

Home

Directs the scanner to move back to its home position.

B.5.1.2.3

Move

Moves the scanner motors by pressing the 4 directional arrow
keys (motorized scanners only)

B.5.1.2.4
28
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Same menu found in the main Scan menu (refer to chapter ?? for details)

B.5.1.2.5

Image

B.5.1.2.5.1

Scale

Adjusts the length of the Range over which the default Rainbow color
pattern is applied over; the Offset from zero of the range; the velocity
can be varied for additional scaling options; the aspect can be
switched to full-screen representation; the alarm can be defined.
B.5.1.2.5.2

Color bar

Allows for various colorization schemes for scan data: Flip (inverts
current spectrum), Spectrum(ROYGBIV), Gray (White to Black), Red (to
Black), Green (to Black), and Blue (to Black).

B.5.1.2.5.3

Zoom

Zoom opens a screen for zooming in on sections of a scan to show
details of a reading. Arrow keys move the zoom window. F1 changes
to numeric view. F2 zooms out to full. F3 gives a full screen view of
the zoomed area. F5 zooms out. F6 zooms in. F7 makes zoom window
Tall/Thin. F8 makes zoom window Wide/Short. MENU/ESC exits.

B.5.1.2.5.4

B-Scan

B-scan opens a screen for viewing the B-scans intersecting at a given
point of a C-Scan. Arrow keys move cursor. F1 finds the lowest
measurement in the scan and slews to that point. F2 finds the highest
measurement in the scan and slews to that point. MENU/ESC exits.
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B.5.1.2.5.5

Histogram

Opens a Statistical histogram of the measurements made in a scan.
Arrow keys move the graph horizontally. F1 performs an automatic
Min/Max adjustment. F2/F3 move the vertical scale up/down. ENTER
sets the displayed Range and Offset into the image color scale.
MENU/ESC exits without making changes to the scale.

B.5.1.2.5.6

3D View

Opens a dialog to define and render a 3D isometric representation of
the current scan.

B.5.1.2.5.7

Measure

A. Line – Calculates the angle and length of a line between two points.
Also shows the thickness reading at each end
B. Rect/Ell – Calculates the area of Rectangle or ellipse as defined by
two points and a given height.
C. Polygon – Calculates the area under a polygon defined by at least
3 points. F1 performs the calculation.

B.5.1.2.5.8

Units

Allows desired unit selection (inches/millimeters)
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B.5.1.2.6

Clear scan

If you want to re-scan an area you do not have to enter a new scan. You can move the highlight bar
to the Clear Scan selection and press ENTER. If you have not saved the data already scanned, it will
be lost! To scan an area over again choose: Home, then Clear scan, then Start scan.

B.5.1.2.7

Close scan

This will exit C-scan mode without saving the scan data. Make sure that you have saved any collected
data using Save Scan before exiting.

B.5.1.2.8

Save scan

Once a scan is completed, you will want to save it. Select Save scan (F8). A keyboard entry menu will
appear on the screen. Once you have named your scan, select Enter or press MENU ESC, then press
ENTER to confirm.

B.5.2

New B-Scan

Select New B-Scan from the menu and press ENTER. This menu selection will clear any scan
information in RAM memory and reset the screen so new scan data can be acquired. If this is the first
scan to be set up, then the operator needs to clarify the scanner selection before initializing this step.
The menus for the B-Scan mirror those of the C-Scan, so refer to definitions found in 8.2.
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B.5.3

Move

Pressing ENTER at the Move selection will allow you to jog the motors to position the scanner at
a particular location using the arrow keys on the Raptor.

B.5.4

Speed

Strokes/index: sets the number of strokes (passes) the scanner will
make across the “scanning axis” before indexing the “non-scanning axis”
to the next index position.
Recommended value: 2, or higher even number.
- If even number is selected, then any potential hysteresis from the
mechanics of the scanner will be avoided as the scanner will measure
and overwrite (see chapter on Speed) any previously recorded data. This
is the most reliable setup for scanning.
- In addition, this feature is helpful when rough material or other
conditions make continuous coupling difficult. By stroking additional
times over the same area, the user has a greater chance to cover every
point along the scan axis and hence increase confidence in the result.
Start: Sets the starting motor speed when motor is switched on
Ramp: Sets the motor acceleration from “Start” speed to “Max” speed
Max: Sets the maximum motor speed reached after the motor ramped up RPM’s from “Start” speed
Jog: Allows to select speed and ramp-up values for scanner motions when the scanner is moved
manually by the user through the “Move” menu
Scan: Allows to select speed and ramp-up values for scanner motions occurring during an automated
scan
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B.5.5

Scanner

Use the
arrow keys
to move the highlight bar to the Scanner (F5) menu, and
press ENTER. Move the highlight bar to the appropriate
scanner selection and press ENTER. This tells the software
which resolution, motor configuration, and coordinate
system to use while scanning. This selection does not have
to be made again unless you change the type of scanner
being used.

B.5.5.1

Scanner Setup

In order to set up a scanner which is not part of the
available list of pre-defined scanners, the user can set
up a New Scanner setup file.
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B.5.6

Load Scan

Open a file menu dialog from which
saved scans can be loaded and manipulated. Press ENTER on a directory or file name to open it. F1
selects files stored internally. F2 selects files stored externally on the SD card. F3 copies a file from
internal to external memory or vice versa. F4 deletes the selected file or directory. F5 renames a file.
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B.5.7

Load Image

Opens a file menu dialog from which saved bitmap images can be
viewed. Press ENTER on a directory or file name to open it. F1
selects files stored internally. F2 selects files stored externally on the
SD card. F3 copies a file from internal to external memory or vice
versa. F4 deletes the selected file or directory. F5 renames a file.
While viewing an image, press any key to exit.

B.6 Display

A. Backlite – Adjusts the LCD backlight between 3% and 100% brightness.
B. Fill – ON - Fill the waveform when in +HW, -HW or FW mode.
OFF - Display waveform in outline mode.
C. Units – Selects between inches or millimeters.
D. Copy –Saves the current screen to the internal or external disk.
E. Clock –Sets the real-time clock.
F. Alarm –Initiates the alarm menu (see 1.4.7.1 for more details).

B.6.1

Alarm

A. THK_ALM – Selects which thickness alarm is mode enabled: Off, Low (less than), High
(greater than), or Both.
B. Lo-Thk – Sets the low value for the thickness alarm. The alarm will trip when the
thickness is less than the value set.
C. Hi-Thk – Sets the high value for the thickness alarm. The alarm will trip when the
thickness is greater than the value set.
D. Time – Sets the duration of triggering necessary to sound the alarm.
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E. Amp-Alm – Sets the alarm mode for amplitude gate 1: Off, Greater Than, or Less Than.
F. Amp2-Alm – Sets the alarm mode for amplitude gate 2: Off, Greater Than, or Less
Than.
G. Buzzer – Enables or disables the audio buzzer during alarm condition.
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B.7 Setup

A.
B.
C.
D.

Load – Loads a previously saved setup through the file access menu.
Save – Saves a setup under a user selected name.
Defaults – Resets instrument settings to 5 MHz contact settings.
Export – Exports setup text file to external SD card root.

B.8 Data Logs
1. New Log – Opens the logging menus allowing the selection of the number of rows and
columns for the data log and the data acquired method (thickness gate, G1 or G2
amplitude or +/- dB, Dag thickness or Dag amplitude) and Create the data logger.
To get to the data log menu from the Main menu press F8 Data Logs. This Initiates the Data Log
menu, select F1 New Log to create a new log file or F2 Load Log to load a previously saved log file. A
total of ten million points may be logged to a single fi
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C Data Storage and Recall
Screen captures, setup files and scanner plots can be retrieved from the Raptor two ways. The first is by an SD
Card inserted in the SD slot on the lower left-hand side of the Raptor. The second is by the USB port that is in the
same area.

C.1 SD Cards
The Raptor will accept any SD card that is not High capacity. The
Raptor is shipped with a 2G SD Card as an included accessory. When
saving screenshots or other data the user will have to select the
external card in the Save menu otherwise the data will be saved in
internal memory.

C.2 An example Screenshot
A screen similar to the one at right will be presented when the IMAGE
key is pressed. At this screen you can enter a Screen File name and
accept the default location, which is internal memory or Press F1 to
select a new location.

C.3 File Menu
A screen similar to the one on the right will be presented when the F1 key is
pressed. In this menu F1 and F2 select where to save the file in Internal or
External memory. The External memory is the SD card placed in the external
SD slot. The Root Directory of the internal memory is limited to
approximately 200 files, when files can no longer be written to the internal
root directory it will be necessary to create a new directory for additional
file storage. Highlight the directory area and select F3-New Dir and name
the new directory, unlimited files may now be saved to this new directory
(not to exceed the capacity of the internal memory).
F3 well create a new directory in the selected memory internal or external.
F4 will delete the selected file.
F5 will copy the selected file to the external memory.
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C.4 F2 to select external memory
Press F2 to select the external memory. Either press ENTER to select the
root of the SD card or use the UP/Down arrows to select a directory and
then press ENTER. If you have selected the Root level you will be returned
to the Filename entry screen. If you have selected a subdirectory it will be
noted in the path space. You will then again select the external memory
space by pressing F2 again you will see the save here indication move to
the external file space. Pressing ENTER will now return you to the filename
entry screen.

C.5 Filename Entry
The screen on the right shows the filename entry screen. Use the arrow
keys or an external keyboard to enter a filename for the screenshot. When
finished entering the filename press ENTER on the virtual keyboard or on
the external keyboard. A popup screen will ask for confirmation before
saving press ENTER again to continue with the save.
After the file save is complete the SD Card can be removed and read into a
computer.

C.6 USB Port
Communications through the USB port will be handled by RapWin.
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D Appendix
D.1 Transducer Selection
The Raptor is primarily a conventional UT Flaw Detector, but is also a high-power precision thickness gage. In
either mode, any NDT Systems transducer can be used with the Raptor as well as any transducer manufactured by
other producers.
While the commentary below pertains to applications in metals, there are numerous applications to a wide
variety of engineering materials. For plastics, glasses and other more or less isotropic materials, the procedures
are similar to those for metals. Major differences in testing nonmetals are in the velocity of sound and different
impedance characteristics. Fiber-reinforced composite materials are characteristically anisotropic, having
different acoustical properties in different directions, and often require specialized transducers and procedures
for satisfactory ultrasonic testing results.
In general, however, many of the transducer selection criteria factors outlined below apply for nonmetals, but
additional experimentation may be required. NDT Systems, Inc. engineers have extensive experience in ultrasonic
testing of many materials and can provide assistance when called upon.
The following suggestions are by no means fully comprehensive or mandatory. Alternative approaches may
produce essentially the same results. The user should always follow an established procedure if one exists, but
may need to experiment to determine the best transducer for given applications in consultation with a Level III or
contact NDT Systems, Inc. for advice.

D.2 Thickness Gaging Applications
D.2.1 Thickness Ranges

D.2.1.1

Single Element, Delay Line Transducers

Some highly damped, high frequency transducers of this type are capable of producing fully resolved multiple
back echoes equivalent to as little as 0.005” (0.13mm) in steel having smooth surfaces. However, such transducers
will be relatively expensive and not readily attainable.
Standard inexpensive delay line transducers, highly damped, in the frequency range of 10 to 20 MHz, will
ordinarily produce good results down to approximately 0.008” (0.20mm). Given smooth surfaces in metals having
relatively low attenuation, like wrought steel or aluminum, such transducers can be used to gage up to 0.75”
(20mm), more or less, depending upon the length of the delay line.
To determine the practical minimum thickness resolution of a delay line transducer, it is necessary to have an
array of thin shims ranging in thickness around the desired minimum to be measured. Inexpensive sets of steel
shims, used as feeler gages, can be obtained from well-equipped hardware stores, automotive parts houses or
specialty tool suppliers. The nominal thickness is typically imprinted onto each shim, often in inches and
millimeters. Available sets contain as many as 15 or 20 shims, ranging from 0.005 to 0.025” (0.13 to 0.64mm)
thick. While we have found that the stated thickness is nominal, subject to variation up to ±0.0004” (0.01mm),
these shims can be used to readily determine the minimum thickness that can be expected from a given
transducer.
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Under ideal conditions, parts having very smooth, parallel surfaces can be measured to an accuracy approaching
±0.0001 (±0.003mm). To achieve such accuracy, not only is it necessary to have an appropriate transducer, the
thickness gaging instrument must have extremely stable, high speed electronic circuitry. The Raptor fulfills this
requirement admirably.

D.2.1.2

Single Element, Focused Immersion Transducers

Some transducers of this type have been designed specifically for precision thickness gaging of metals 0.010”
(0.25mm) thick and greater. Small diameter, high frequency, short-focused immersion transducers also can be
used to measure the distance to quite small internal reflectors. This is useful, for example, in gaging remaining
thickness over internal passages in turbine blades.

D.2.2 Thickness Ranging from 0.030” (0.76mm) Upward

D.2.2.1

Single Element Contact Transducers Hard-Faced Wear Plates

Depending upon active element size and frequency, highly damped (broadband) transducers of this type can
seldom be used on steel or aluminum much below 0.030” (0.8mm). The ultimate minimum thickness limitation
must be determined experimentally.
The advantage of using this type of transducer is that much thicker sections can be gaged, and on materials that
have less than smooth surfaces or are relatively attenuative. Again, some experimentation will indicate the
limitations and advantages among transducers of the same type, but having different sizes, frequencies and
spectral characteristics.
When trying to achieve best results on relatively thin materials, the most important considerations are frequency
and spectral characteristics. Foremost is the need to use a transducer having the greatest bandwidth, all other
things being equal. Such transducers have relatively large, high density masses bonded to the internal face of the
active element. This mass minimizes the amount of “ringing” of the active element following excitation by a short
duration, high voltage electrical pulse. This kind of high mechanical damping minimizes the length of the
ultrasonic wave train associated with the high energy initial pulse as well as the subsequent back-wall echoes.
Necessary to achieve best thickness resolution is to use the highest frequency consistent with external factors
that affect coupling efficiency, and to take material attenuation into consideration. If a transducer is expected to
produce minimum thickness resolution and be used over a broad range of thicknesses, test material attenuation
may dictate a compromise. While higher frequencies produce thinner thickness resolution, attenuation is more
pronounced at higher frequencies.
For relatively flat, smooth-surfaced steel or aluminum test objects, highly damped contact transducers in the
frequency range from 5 to 10 MHZ generally will produce acceptable results in the thickness range from 0.022”
(.55mm) up to 5”es (125mm) more or less. With the Raptor, and under ideal external conditions, transducers of 5,
7.5 or 10 MHZ having active elements of 0.25 to 0.50” (6.4 to 12.7mm) diameter will cover the range from 0.030
to 10”es (0.76 to 250mm) or more.

D.2.2.2

Single Element Contact Transducers with Membrane and Other Protective Devices

So-called protected element transducers are used in relatively rugged applications involving rough, abrasive test
object surfaces or surfaces at elevated temperatures. Usual designs of protected element transducers include
reduced internal damping, lower frequencies and larger diameters. As a result, their application typically ranges
from a few tenths of an” (10mm plus or minus) upwards.
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Often used on castings, forgings and mill-finished piping, protected element transducers are infrequently used for
thickness gaging; more often used for flaw detection. However, if the protective element is a relatively thin
elastomer or flexible polymer, the procedures for thickness gaging are similar to those for single element contacttype transducers. For thicker wear-caps or temperature-protective delay lines, procedures are more like those for
delay line transducers.

D.2.2.3

Dual Element Contact-Type Transducers

This category of transducers is frequently used in thickness gaging applications, combining some of the
advantages of both single element contact and delay line models. They have two elements, each with a separate
delay line, mounted side-by-side in a single fixed housing. The elements are isolated acoustically from one
another by a sound-absorbing barrier between them. They are electrically isolated as well; one serves as a
transmitter, the other as a receiver. The ultrasonic instrument must provide the capability of isolating the pulser
and receiver, as does the Raptor.
Practical minimum thickness resolution from a dual element transducer optimized for thickness gaging is
approximately 0.040” (1.0mm). Typical frequencies for thickness gaging applications range from 2.25 to 10 MHZ,
and the elements can be semi-circular or rectangular. While again it is only possible to generalize the applications,
dual elements provide a good balance among resolution, penetration and sensitivity.

D.3 Flaw Detection Applications
D.3.1 Straight Beam Longitudinal Wave Tests

All the various types of transducers used for thickness gaging are also used for flaw detection. However, flaw
detection focuses on characterizing the amplitude of echoes from small internal reflectors (flaws) as opposed to
accurate measurement of the time-of-flight interval between front-wall and back-wall echoes.
In a sense, both flaw detection and thickness gaging procedures combine in most tests governed by flaw
detection criteria. In most instances, once a flaw has been detected and judged to be significant, it is also required
to describe its geometry, position and location within the test object, at least to the extent possible.
Usual flaw detection procedures depend upon the capabilities of the instrument/transducer combination to
detect small reflectors. Occasionally, this feature of high sensitivity requires that both the transducer and
instrument receiver amplifier be narrow-banded and frequency-matched to one another. To produce a narrowbanded transducer, little or no mechanical damping is applied to the back face of the active element. This results
in a more highly energetic transducer, but one that vibrates or "rings down" for a short time after the excitation
pulse shuts off. This continuing oscillation produces a long duration wave-train that effectively “blinds” the
transducer from differentiating echoes from reflectors (flaws or back-wall) within the ring-down period. While
sensitive to the detection of echoes from small, deep-lying reflectors, narrow-banded transducers are limited in
their ability to resolve echoes from near-surface flaws or from the surfaces of thin-walled test objects.
Transducer frequency also has significant effects on the sensitivity to detection of small flaw echoes. As the
frequency of a narrow-band transducer is increased (assuming narrow-band frequency matching in the
instrument receiver), the ability of the sound beam to react to small reflectors is enhanced. However, in
polycrystalline metals and multi constituent composites, internal reflections from grain boundaries or other
interfaces greatly increase at high ultrasonic frequencies.
The effect manifests as a scattering of the sound beam, both reducing its ability to penetrate and decreasing the
signal-to-noise ratio in reflected echoes that return to the transducer.
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A further consideration in transducer selection for flaw detection is the effects of frequency and active element
size on the directivity and coherence of the sound beam. The shape of the sound beam often must be taken into
account. Both near-field effects and beam-spreading relate to sensitivity; unfortunately, the relationships
between element frequency and size are sometimes at odds, forcing compromises with respect to sensitivity,
penetration and near-surface flaw detection.
Without delving into the mathematics of beam geometry, the facts are:
1) For a given element size, higher frequencies produce less divergent beams, but increase the length
of the near-field.
2) For a given frequency, smaller element sizes produce shorter near-fields, but increase beam
divergence.
Since the sensitivity requirements are dictated by the particular code, standard or procedure governing specific
tests, it is not possible to be very specific in recommending flaw detection transducers. However, since a large
number (if not a majority) of straight beam flaw detection ultrasonic tests are performed on metals less than 2 to
3”es (50 to 75mm) thick, a few general statements apply:
1) Using broadband transducers will greatly enhance near-surface flaw detection capabilities and
most frequently will produce adequate penetration and sensitivity - generally a better compromise
in many tests than using narrow band transducers.
2) If penetration of the sound beam is a problem, use the lowest frequency transducer that produces
desired sensitivity. If near-surface resolution is not required, use a low frequency narrowband
transducer.
3) If signal-to-noise sensitivity is a problem, use narrow-band transducers sensitive to small flaws yet
not overly sensitive to other internal reflectors such as grain boundaries in metals.
4) When a combination of problems exists, experiment with different spectral characteristics
(bandwidth) at the theoretical size and frequency otherwise indicated.
The foregoing discussion applies for immersion transducer selection as well as for the various types of contact
transducers. However, with immersion transducers, another significant factor emerges; the sound beam can be
focused. Within some limits, focusing can produce several advantages
D. The irregular effects of the near-field can be eliminated.
E. Beam divergence can be controlled and beam energy can be concentrated within a small cross-section of the
beam. Sensitivity to detection of small flaws can he increased.
F. On parts having convex curved surfaces, focusing can be used to improve sound beam coupling: spherical
focusing is best for compound curvature, while cylindrical focusing can be used on conic and cylindrical shapes
Focusing is only effective within certain limits depending upon transducer size and frequency. For a complete
discussion on the focus ranges of immersion transducers, see OPTIMA transducer catalog in the Transducer
Selection section of Part 4, Immersion Transducers.
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D.3.2 Angle-Beam Shear Wave Tests

Transducer selection for angle-beam tests is relatively simple. Except for a few isolated applications, there is little
need for the transducer to be broad-banded. Medium-to-low damping is ordinary; some angle-beam transducers
are basically undamped. However, such transducers generally perform well with broad-banded instrument
receivers.
AWS transducers, specified for use when the AWS Structural Welding Code is invoked, are supplied in three
element sizes, 5/8 x 5/8”, 5/8 x 3/4”, and 3/4 x 3/4” (15.9 x 15.9mm, 15.9 x 19.1mm, and 19.1 x 19.1mm). All are
available with a nominal frequency of 2.25 MHZ, as specified by the Code. Acrylic plastic wedges are supplied to
convert the longitudinal wave to refracted shear waves at incident angles of 45°, 60°, and 70°, again as required
by the Code.
Similar, general-purpose, or so-called “standard” models, are available in a greater variety of sizes and with
standard angle-beam wedges additionally available for 30° and 90° refracted angles. Virtually any angle can be
specified for special applications.
Other types of angle-beam transducers include Quick Change and Mini models. The Quick-Change models have
circular element sizes of 1/4, 3/8 and 1/2” (6.4, 9.5 and 12.7mm) diameter and are threaded to accommodate
replaceable wedges that screw onto the transducer element. No tools are required and worn wedges are
discarded. Standard and AWS models also have replaceable wedges, but a small screwdriver is required to remove
and replace the wedges. Mini Angle-Beam models are compact, designed for use in confined spaces, for small
parts, and to permit access between closely-spaced fasteners.
For any angle-beam application it must be kept in mind that the stated refracted angle provided by the plastic
wedges pertains only for a specific material. Wedges designed for use on common alloy steels will not produce
the same refracted angle in aluminum, most super-alloys, many stainless steels, titanium alloys coppers etc. When
purchasing wedges, the test material must he specified or a sample furnished to the supplier in order to obtain
specific refracted shear-wave incident angles.
Another precaution should he observed: replaceable wedges must be acoustically coupled to the face of the
transducer element. Glycerin is most often recommended although other couplant of similar consistency can be
used. During use of transducers with replaceable wedges, the interface between element and wedge should be
checked frequently for proper coupling. Bubbles and incompletely wetted mating surfaces will significantly affect
transducer performance; usually incomplete coupling can be seen by looking through the transparent wedge
material.

D.3.3 Through-Transmission Tests

The Raptor can be used for through transmission testing on test objects where access permits placement of
transducers on opposing sides of the test object, with two transducers aligned in opposition. One serves as
transmitter and is connected by a separate cable to the pulser output connector. The other is connected to the
adjacent connector. When DUAL is selected in the Pulser menu, the Raptor's pulser and receiver are electrically
isolated. With the transducers coupled to the test object and in opposition with each other, the sound beam will
pass from one to the other, unless there is an intervening acoustic discontinuity in the path of the sound beam.
This technique is often used on highly attenuative test materials and is particularly suited for detection of laminartype flaws, or regions of varying composition due to porosity or other inhomogeneous variations.
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Many such tests are conducted through immersion or squirter techniques. Although specialized mechanical
systems may be required to maintain transducer alignment and to provide scanning or other manipulations,
more-or-less standard types of immersion transducers are used.
While some experimentation may be required in order to determine the optimum combination of
transmitter/receiver transducers, the appropriate models are generally available from the extensive line of NDT
Systems, Inc. OPTIMA transducers.
Likewise, for contact transducer through-transmission tests, experimentation will most probably require specific
combinations of transducers, generally available from the OPTIMA selections.

D.3.4 Immersion Tests

In addition to the through-transmission or squirter techniques mentioned just above, The Raptor can he used for
single transducer, pulse-echo tests. Interface synchronization (SYNC, found in the PULSER menu) provides for
synchronizing the A-Trace beginning from the entry echo that occurs between the liquid couplant column and the
test object surface. Even if the couplant path length varies, the start of the A-trace and thickness gate are
synchronized from the interface (IF) echo.
A complete assortment of immersion transducer types, sizes, frequencies, and spectral characteristics can he
found in the OPTIMA transducer catalog. Accompanying each different type of transducer shown is a brief guide
to the applications appropriate for that type.

D.3.5

Transducers for Non-Metallic Test Materials

Virtually all the techniques and applications described above can be applied to a host of non-metallic and
composite materials. It is not possible to cover the numerous applications in this manual. Transducer selection for
non-metals often is much more involved. However, the Raptor’s unique design can accommodate a huge variety
of transducer types. For advice, contact our Transducer Applications Specialists. Often a transducer can he
recommended on the basis of a description of the application. If not, it may be necessary to submit samples of the
test material.

D.3.6 Transducers for Specialized Applications

Ultrasonic testing techniques have applications beyond those traditionally though of regarding flaw detection and
thickness gaging. There are applications in material characterization, flaw analysis, extensometry, bond-testing,
liquid level sensing, velocity measurement, and others in more or less limited usage. In some cases, because the
application is specialized, so must be the transducers. The Raptor can be used as the basic instrument for many
unusual applications, and NDT Systems can usually match either a standard OPTIMA transducer or a custom
design to the requirements of the application. Raptor users are invited to contact a NDT Systems Transducer
Applications Specialist for recommendation
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D.4 Appendix: Instrument specifications
General

Transducer
Measurements
Gates

Modes

Pulser/Receiver

Receiver

Storage
Connectivity
Imaging
Scanners

Package
Display
Dimensions
Power source
Operating temp
Connector type
Type
Frequency
Resolution
Velocity
Thickness gates
Linear flaw gates
DAC flaw gates
Alarm types
TCG mode
Shear wave mode
AWS-code mode
Pulse type
Pulse width
Pulse volts
PRF
Gain
Damping
Tuning
Bandwidth
Display modes
Internal
External
PC Software
Scan type
Manual scanners
Customized scanners
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Raptor unit, Li-Ion battery, AC charger (110-240V), User manual, COC, Pelican Case
Sun readable VGA | 60Hz | 640 x 480 pixels | 3.4in x 4.55in (86mm x 116mm)
5.75in x 9.5in x 3.0in, 5.6lbs | 146mm x 241mm x 76mm, 2.54kg
Field-replaceable Li-ion battery (autonomy of 8 hours) or AC power
32 F - 122 F (0 °C to 50 °C)
Dual BNC
Single and dual element | Contact, Delay, Immersion, Shear, Through-transmission
0.5 MHz - 30 MHz
0.0001 in (0.0025mm)
0.0010 in/us - 1.0000 in/us
IP-1st, 1st-2nd, 2nd-3rd | IP blocking, IF blocking, IF-1st blocking, 1st–2nd blocking
2 independent linear gates | +- dB from gate, % of FSH, % of gate level
DAC curve (20-point) | +-3dB lines (JIS) | +-6dB lines (ASME) | -6/-14dB (ASME 3)
Auditable and visual | Thickness high, low, both | Amplitude higher, lower
TCG (Time Corrected Gain) available in all modes | automatic or manual setup
Flat plate or pipe (CSC - Curved Surface Correction) | All gate types available
AWS D1.1/1.5 calculations (A, B, C, D values automatically calculated)
Spike or Square tunable wave pulser
20ns - 10.000ns (square pulse mode only)
50 to 450V
10Hz - 5000Hz
0 - 100dB (up to 0.1 increments)
25Ω - 375Ω (8 damping levels)
BB, 0.5 MHz, 1 MHz, 2.5 MHz, 5 MHz, 10 MHz, 15 MHz
Narrow or Wide
RF, +HW, -HW, FW
2GB
2GB SD Card (included)
Windows based RAPWIN software for imaging analysis (included)
Time or position encoded B-Scan, position encoded C-Scan
Armadillo (1-D)
Motorized Scanners
CrosScan
StringScan 18x18, 24x24
RCA-10, 18
SlideScan
Tunnel Scan I, II, III
NDT Systems has been involved in many one-off customized scanning solutions
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D.5 Appendix: Limited Warranty
NDT Systems, Inc. Standard Terms & Conditions including its Warranty Terms can be found at
https://www.ndtsystems.com/standard-terms-conditions

5542 Buckingham Drive
Huntington Beach, CA 92649 USA
Phone: 714-893-2438
Fax: 714-897-3840
Email: NDTSales@NDTSystems.com
www.NDTSystems.com
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